
Note: This session differs from the problem involving Winnie the Pooh and the balloons. There are more features 
to consider, and children need to contemplate the detail of the logical relationships more closely. The best 
analytical tool for solving problems with any number of characters and any number of features to take into 
consideration is a table. This allows children to plot all the possible variants of characters and features visually. 
We use the information provided to fill each cell of the table with a symbol such as a tick or a cross, to show 
whether or not the feature applies to the character.

This type of task requires considerable powers of concentration and can be difficult to master. It is important to 
use the table as a visual model of the information at every point in the process of solving the problem. It is a tool 
for cognitive self-regulation, an external mediator that supports thinking. Draw your ticks and crosses clearly and 
obviously, and point to the appropriate parts of the table throughout the process to help your child ‘see’ the 
points that you are making.

Who Does What? (Modelling the Procedure)

Tell your child this short story to set the scene: There are three girls, Debbie, Carol and Lisa, and they each have a 
different hobby. One likes drama, one likes dancing and one likes singing. The question is, can we work out who 
does what?

Explain further: Carol does not know the girl who does dancing. Debbie often visits the girl who does drama. 
Carol’s friend Lisa only has one hobby now but she wants to start a second hobby soon. She wants to start 
singing. So who does what?

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 Paper and pencil (per child)

 2 sheets of white paper and 
a pen, or a whiteboard and 
marker pen, for you

15–20 minutes

WHO DOES WHAT? WHO LIVES WHERE?

To practise using a visual model to facilitate problem solving
To introduce a visual model of complex, logically connected information – yes/no 
symbols marking cells in a table
To practise creating a visual model of complex, logically connected information in the form of a table
To practise using the visual model of complex, logically connected information to solve a problem
To develop listening skills – listen attentively and follow implicit instructions
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Your child listens attentively to verbal information.
Your child can use verbal information to create visual models of complex, logically connected problems (tables).
Your child can use their models to solve problems (who has which hobby, who lives in which house).
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Give your child the opportunity to solve the challenge independently if they can. Let them use paper and pencils if they wish, and when they give 
their answers ask them to explain what they did. If they were able to do it, praise them but still show them the approach below as another possible 
way of solving it.

Now show your child an organised way to solve the challenge/problem. Draw a table on your sheet or whiteboard and fill it in with your child. Say: 
What are the girls in our problem called? Let’s list them in the left hand column of our table. And what are their hobbies? Yes, they are drama, 
dancing and singing. So let’s put these across our table in the top row. Choose an appropriate symbol for each, as in the image below, if your child 
isn’t reading yet. You can also just use the first initial for each girl’s name.

Now start to review the information given in the problem together. For example: What do we know about Carol? We know that she does not know 
the girl who does dancing. So what about Carol? Is she the girl that does dancing? No, she can’t be, it must be one of the others. Let’s show what we 
know on the table. Carol doesn’t do dancing so we can put a cross in this cell of the table. This is Carol’s row; here is the cross in the dancing column.

Look at the next piece of information: Debbie often visits the girl who does drama. Agree with your child that this means that Debbie does not do 
drama herself, and then mark the table accordingly.

Now repeat the process for the third piece of information: Carol’s friend Lisa wants to start singing soon. Agree that this means that Lisa obviously 
can’t be the one who does singing now and mark the table accordingly.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

WHO DOES WHAT? WHO LIVES WHERE? – continued 
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The next step is to help your child compare the first piece of information that they considered with the third piece. Point out: We still don’t have 
enough information to say who does what just yet. What else do we know that might help us? (Carol doesn’t know the girl who does dancing; Carol is 
friends with Lisa who wants to start singing soon.) So this means that if Carol knows Lisa, Lisa doesn’t do dancing, because Carol doesn’t know the girl 
who does dancing. So we can fill in this cell on the table about Lisa. We can put a cross to show that she does not do dancing. Oh, this means that 
there is only one cell in Lisa’s row that is left – we have already crossed out singing and dancing, she must do drama. Let’s put a tick here to show she 
does drama.

Point out: So now we know who does drama – it’s Lisa! Remember, each girl only has one hobby. So if Lisa does drama, what does that tell us about 
Debbie and Carol? (They don’t do drama.) How we can show this on the table? (We can put crosses in these two cells). Say: Look, there is already a 
cross against Debbie’s name – why is it there? (Because we already knew she didn’t do drama). We now have more information – we know that Debbie 
and Carol do not do drama, and therefore Lisa does.

Now point to Carol’s row and say: We can see from the crosses that she does not do dancing, and we can see that she does not do drama. So which 
hobby is left? (Singing.) So Carol must be the girl who does singing and we can put a tick in this cell of the table. Put a tick in the appropriate cell.

Summarise: We now know that Carol does singing, and Lisa does drama. Point to the appropriate ticks on the table as you do this. So which hobbies 
are still left? (Only dancing.) Which girl is left? (Only Debbie.) So now we can put a tick in this cell and we know what everyone does – Debbie does 
dancing, Lisa does drama, Carol does singing. We did it! And see how the table helped us?

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

WHO DOES WHAT? WHO LIVES WHERE? – continued 
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Who Lives Where? (Solving a Problem)

Ask your child to solve another problem. Tell them: Luke, George and Nathan live in different houses. One house is a big brick house, one house is a 
big wooden house and one house is a small brick house. Who lives in which house if Luke and George both live in big houses, and Nathan and Luke 
both live in brick houses?

If your child needs help, prompt them to make a table listing the boys’ names or initials in the first column and the four features of the houses (big, 
small, brick and wooden) across the top row. Point out to your child that as each boy lives in a different house, and there are only three houses 
involved, but there are four distinguishing features of the houses – two about their size and two materials that they are made of. 

It should be relatively easy for your child to mark who lives in big houses from the information given (Luke and George), and from this deduce that 
the remaining boy lives in a small house (Nathan). Similarly, it is easy to mark who lives in brick houses (Luke and Nathan) and from this to deduce 
who lives in the only wooden house (George). The words of the problem tell us that Luke lives in a big brick house. It should be relatively easy to see 
that Nathan lives in a small brick house (there is only one small house and it is brick). It should also be easy to see that George lives in a big wooden 
house – the only one of the three houses not yet identified.

If your child needs more visual support, you can draw three labelled houses on your whiteboard or sheet before they fill in the table. 

Finally, ask your child to look at the table and tell you who lives in which house. Praise them for their use of the information given and the table, as a 
way of clearly working out the answer to the challenge.

WHO DOES WHAT? WHO LIVES WHERE? – continued 
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